**Conference Tracks**

- Advances in Methods, Theories, and Philosophy
- AI in Business and Society
- Blockchain, DLT, and Fintech
- Cybersecurity and Privacy
- Data Analytics for Business and Societal Challenges
- Digital and Mobile Commerce
- Digital Innovation, Transformation, and Entrepreneurship
- Digital Learning and IS Curricula
- Digital Platforms for Emerging Societies
- Digital Technologies and the Future of Work
- Enterprise Systems
- General IS Topics
- Governance, Digital Strategy, and Value
- Human Technology Interaction
- Information Systems in Healthcare
- IoT, Smart Cities, Services, and Government
- IS Design, Development and Project Management
- IT Implementation and Adoption
- Literature Review
- Organizing Business Processes in the Digital Age
- Practitioner-Oriented Research
- Sharing Economy, Platforms, and Crowds
- Social Media and Digital Collaboration
- Societal Impact of IS
- User Behaviors, User Engagement, and Consequences

**Panels**

- Timely, interesting, and novel topics, of broad IS-related disciplinary appeal, and intellectually stimulating that can be approached from and/or lead to divergent views.

**Professional Development Workshops (PDW)**

- An expert-led, active learning of a topic, theory, or method related to conducting research or innovative approach of teaching in IS traditions – behavioral, organizational, economics, design, and data science using a technology-enabled technique in classes.

**Technology, Research, Education, and Opinion (TREO)**

- Present research ideas, education innovations, exciting tools & data, or opinions related to any area of IS, IT, or the IS research community
- Particularly suited for academics to discuss ideas in the early stages of development.

**Paper-a-Thon**

- Developing a research idea “from scratch” under the mentorship of prominent IS scholars in a very short timeframe.

---

**IMPORTANT DATES**

- May 1, 23:59 (GMT+7 hours) - Paper Submission Deadline
- July 29 - Acceptance Notification
- September 16 - TREO & Paper-a-Thon Submission
- September 27 - Final Acceptance Notification
- December 11-14 - Doctoral Consortium
- December 14-15 & 18 - Conference Workshops
- December 15 – 18 - Main Conference Date

**More Information**

https://icis2024.aisconferences.org